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PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT

DEFINITION

Personality development is the

development of the organized pattern of

behaviors and attitudes that makes a

person distinctive. Personality

development occurs by the ongoing

interaction of temperament , character,

and environment.







Biological Factors

The study of the biological contributions to

personality may be studied under three heads:

Heredity: Heredity refers to those factors that

were determined at conception.

Physical stature, facial attractiveness, sex,

temperament, muscle composition and

reflexes, energy level, and biological rhythms

are characteristics that are considered to be

inherent from one’s parents.



Brain: The second biological
approach is to concentrate on the
role that the brain plays in
personality. Though researchers
make some promising inroads, the
psychologists are unable to prove
empirically the contribution of
human brain in influencing
personality.



Biofeedback: Until recently,
physiologists and psychologists felt that
certain biological functions such as
brainwave patterns, gastric secretions,
and fluctuations in blood pressure and
skin temperature were beyond
conscious control. Now some scientists
believe that these involuntary functions
can be consciously controlled through
biofeedback.



Physical features: A vital ingredient
of the personality, an individual's
external appearance, is biologically
determined. The fact that a person
is tall or short, fat or skinny, black
or white will influence the person's
effect on others and this in turn,
will affect the self-concept



Cultural Factors
Among the factors that exert
pressures on our personality
formation are the culture in which
we are raised, our early
conditioning, the norms among our
family, friends and social groups
and other influences we
experience.



Family Factors
Whereas the culture generally
prescribes and limits what a person can
be taught, it is the family, and later the
social group, which selects, interprets
and dispenses the culture. Thus, the
family probably has the most significant
impact on early personality
development.



SOCIAL FACTORS Socialization
starts with the initial contact
between a mother and her new
infant. After infancy, other
members of the immediate family –
father, brothers, sisters and close
relatives or friends, then the social
group – peers, school friends and
members of the work group, play
influential roles.



Situational Factors
Human personality is also influenced by
situational factors. The effect of
environment is quite strong. Knowledge,
skill and language are obviously acquired
and represent important modifications
of behaviour. An individual's personality,
while generally stable and consistent,
does change in different situations.



WHAT ARE SOME OF THE MOST COMMON 
MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT PERSONAL GROWTH?

Personal development is all just about positive 
thinking.
Positive thinking is a component of personal 
development. For some, it's a big component, for 
others, it's not an important component at all. In 
fact, some paradigms of personal development 
teach us to think critically, radically, and 
negatively, depending on our circumstances.
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What Is a Team?

A widely understood and 

interesting concept in teamwork 

is:

T - Together

E - Everyone

A - Achieves

M - More



What is the concept of teamwork?

Teamwork and Teams

Typically, teamwork is defined as: 
Co-operation between those who are 
working on a task. Teamwork is 
generally understood as the willingness 
of a group of people to work together to 
achieve a common aim. For example we 
often use the phrase:” he or she is a 
good team player”.













Leadership Styles and Methods: Assessing 
and Improving Your Skills
Leadership goes beyond being appointed 
“the manager.” Leadership has to do with 
whom the people are following. Leaders 
influence others’ behaviors. To become 
more effective, leader-managers must 
learn how to influence others with the 
intent of effectively motivating them. 
Leaders possess qualities that make others 
want to follow them



Bennis identified the following basic 
leadership traits, which remain relevant:
Attention. Leaders attract attention by 
exercising a strong vision and commitment 
to accomplishment.
Meaning. Leaders use exceptional 
communication skills that make visions 
tangible to others.
Trust. Leaders exhibit clear focus and 
consistent behavior, which generates trust.
Self-awareness. Leaders know their 
limitations but remain optimistic.



Leadership Styles
Leadership styles vary 
according to organizational 
structure, people, environment, 
and task. Leaders promote 
loyalty among subordinates by 
keeping an open mind, being 
self-aware, and being 
inquisitive.



One model for understanding leadership styles 
differentiates between four types of leaders:
Directing leaders direct subordinates in what, 
how, when and where tasks should be done. 
These leaders maintain a standard of 
performance, and their style is high-directive and 
low-supportive in nature.
Coaching (participative) leaders welcome input 
and consult with employees. These leaders are 
highly directive-oriented, but they are also highly 
supportive.



Supporting leaders are 
friendly and show concern for 
the well-being of their 
subordinates; they treat 
subordinates as equals and 
offer a high-supportive and 
low-directive environment.



Delegating (achievement-oriented) 
leaders encourage high achievement 
and sets challenging goals; the 
emphasis is on excellence, and these 
leaders outwardly show their 
confidence in subordinates’ abilities. 
They operate in a low-supportive and 
low-directive environment, which 
allows employees to extend 
themselves and their abilities fully.2









































































































Maslow’s Need Hierarchy 

Theory of Motivation
March 4, 2019

Maslow’s Need Hierarchy Theory is

based on the needs of people. He

identified five distinct categories of

needs. He arranged these needs

into a hierarchy, and stated that

individuals wish to satisfy particular

need to a moderate extent, and then

tries to satisfy the next need in the

hierarchy.
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What are interpersonal skills?
Interpersonal skills are traits you 
rely on when you interact and 
communicate with others. They 
cover a variety of scenarios 
where communication and 
cooperation are essential.



Some examples of interpersonal skills include:

Active listening

Teamwork

Responsibility

Dependability

Leadership

Motivation

Flexibility

Patience

Empathy

In a work environment, strong interpersonal skills 

are an asset that can help you navigate 

complexity, change and day-to-day tasks.
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MEMORY AND PERSONALITY

Personality Traits Influence 
Emotional Memories. ... Investigators 
have found that individuals with strong 
neurotic behavior — the tendency to 
focus on negative emotions, particularly 
in times of stress — also “are more 
disposed to become ill with affective 
disorders like depression and anxiety-
related problems.”



MEMORY
Memory is the faculty of the
brain by which information is
encoded (process often
known as Learning), stored,
and retrieved when needed.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information
















1.FOCUS YOUR ATTENTION

Attention is one of the major

components of memory. In order for

information to move from your short-

term memory into your long-term

memory, you need to actively attend to

this information. Try to study in a

place free of distractions such as

television, music, and other diversions.

11 Methods for Improving Your Memory

https://www.verywellmind.com/what-is-attention-2795009
https://www.verywellmind.com/what-is-short-term-memory-2795348


2.AVOID CRAMMING

Studying materials over a number of 

sessions gives you the time you need to 

adequately process information.

Research has continuously shown 

that students who study regularly 

remember the material far better than 

those who do all of their studying in one 

marathon session.

http://www.apa.org/gradpsych/2011/11/study-smart.aspx


3.STRUCTURE AND ORGANIZE

Researchers have found that

information is organized in memory in

related clusters. You can take advantage of

this by structuring and organizing the

materials you're studying. Try grouping

similar concepts and terms together, or

make an outline of your notes and

textbook readings to help group related

concepts.



4.UTILIZE MNEMONIC DEVICES

Mnemonic devices are a technique 

often used by students to aid in recall. A 

mnemonic is simply a way to remember 

information. For example, you might 

associate a term you need to remember 

with a common item that you are very 

familiar with. The best mnemonics are 

those that utilize positive imagery, 

humor, or novelty.

https://www.thoughtco.com/mnemonic-devices-tools-7755


5.ELABORATE AND REHEARSE

In order to recall information, you 

need to encode what you are studying 

into long-term memory. One of the most 

effective encoding techniques is known 

as elaborative rehearsal.

After repeating this process a few 

times, you'll probably notice that 

recalling the information is much easier.

https://www.verywellhealth.com/elaborative-rehearsal-a-better-way-to-memorize-98694


6.VISUALIZE CONCEPTS

Many people benefit greatly from 

visualizing the information they study. 

Pay attention to the photographs, charts, 

and other graphics in your textbooks. 

If you don't have visual cues to help, try 

creating your own. 

Draw charts or figures in the margins of 

your notes or use highlighters or pens in 

different colors to group related ideas in 

your written study materials.



7.RELATE NEW INFORMATION TO 

THINGS YOU ALREADY KNOW

When you're studying unfamiliar 

material, take the time to think about how 

this information relates to what you 

already know. By establishing 

relationships between new ideas and 

previously existing memories, you can 

dramatically increase the likelihood of 

recalling the recently learned information.

https://www.verywellmind.com/what-is-procedural-memory-2795478


8.READ OUT LOUD

Research suggests that reading 

materials out loud significantly 

improves your memory of the 

material. Educators and 

psychologists have also discovered 

that having students 

actually teach new concepts to others 

enhances understanding and recall.

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/12/171201090940.htm




9.PAY EXTRA ATTENTION TO 

DIFFICULT INFORMATION

While recalling middle information 

can be difficult, you can overcome this 

problem by spending extra time 

rehearsing this information. Another 

strategy is to try restructuring what you 

have learned so it will be easier to 

remember. When you come across an 

especially difficult concept, devote some 

extra time to memorizing the information.





10.VARY YOUR STUDY ROUTINE

Another great way to increase your 

recall is to occasionally change your 

study routine. If you're accustomed to 

studying in one specific location, try 

moving to a different spot during your 

next study session. If you study in the 

evening, try spending a few minutes 

each morning reviewing the information 

you studied the previous night.

https://www.verywellmind.com/does-rosemary-actually-improve-your-memory-4156875




11.GET SOME SLEEP

Researchers have long known that sleep is 

important for memory and learning. Research 

has shown that taking a nap after you learn 

something new can actually help you learn 

faster and remember better.

In fact, one study found that sleeping after 

learning something new actually leads to 

physical changes in the brain. Sleep-deprived 

mice experienced less dendritic growth 

following a learning task than well-rested mice.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4447313/










FORGETFULNESS can be a 

normal part of aging. As people get 

older, changes occur in all parts of 

the body, including the brain. As a 

result, some people may notice that it 

takes longer to learn new things, they 

don't remember information as well 

as they did, or they lose things like 

their glasses.





FORGETFULNESS













REASONS WE FORGET THINGS AND WHAT TO 

DO ABOUT IT
RETRIEVAL FAILURE

One problem with memory involves knowing something is

stored but being unable to retrieve the information. The theory why

this occurs is called memory decay, which suggests that each new

memory creates a ‘trace’ that can fade away if not accessed regularly.

INTERFERENCE

There are two types of interference, proactive and retroactive.

Proactive interference means an old memory is getting in the way of

forming a new one, or that the information from the old and the new

memories are getting confused. Retroactive interference means that

new information has interfered with recalling older information. This

kind of interference can affect our ability to recall lists after even a

short span of time, or remember the name of someone we just met.



FAILURE TO STORE

Sometimes, we just don’t store the information we 

take in, or just fail to store it to long-term memory. Our 

short-term memory can only recall about seven things in 

the span of about 30 seconds, and after that, it becomes 

more difficult. Distractions can also be a big factor in being 

unable to store information, whether we cause them 

ourselves or whether they come from outside.

MOTIVATED FORGETTING

This is a theory involving voluntary suppression or 

unconscious repression of memories that make us feel 

uncomfortable, or are too traumatic to deal with. Repressed 

memories, however, are not a universally accepted theory, 

due to the near impossibility of testing the phenomenon.

http://www.simplypsychology.org/short-term-memory.html


OTHER REASONS WE FORGET

Multitasking can play a huge part in 

memory failure. Switching back and forth 

between tasks, whether it be by choice or 

because of interruptions, can severely 

impair our ability to focus. Although you 

might think switching between several 

tasks is more productive, the sad truth is 

that it forces your brain to ‘reset’ each time 

you switch tasks. That can actually increase 

the time needed to complete each task.
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Self-awareness means knowing your 

values, personality, needs, habits, 

emotions, strengths, weaknesses, etc. 

..

SELF-AWARENESS



















FORMS OF MOTIVATION

1. Reward-Based Motivation or 
Incentive Motivation

2. Fear-Based Motivation

3. Achievement-Based Motivation

4. Power-Based Motivation

5. Affiliation Motivation

6. Competence Motivation

7. Attitude Motivation



SEVEN RULES OF 

MOTIVATION

Set a major goal, but follow a path. The
path has mini goals that go in many
directions. When you learn to succeed at
mini goals, you will be motivated to
challenge grand goals.



Finish what you start. A half

finished project is of no use to

anyone. Quitting is a habit.

Develop the habit of finishing

self-motivated projects.



Socialize with others of similar
interest.

Mutual support is motivating. We
will develop the attitudes of our five
best friends. If they are losers, we
will be a loser. If they are winners,
we will be a winner. To be a cowboy
we must associate with cowboys.



4 Learn how to learn. Dependency 
on others for knowledge supports 
the habit of procrastination. Man 

has the ability to learn without 
instructors. In fact, when we learn 

the art of self-education we will find, 
if not create, opportunity to find 

success beyond our wildest dreams.



Increase knowledge of 
subjects that inspires. The 
more we know about a 
subject, the more we want to 
learn about it. A self-
propelled upward spiral 
develops.



Take risk. Failure and bouncing 
back are elements of motivation. 
Failure is a learning tool. No one 
has ever succeeded at anything 
worthwhile without a string of 
failures.



Harmonize natural talent with
interest that
motivates. Natural talent
creates motivation, motivation
creates persistence and
persistence gets the job done.















MEMORY AND PERSONALITY

Personality Traits Influence 
Emotional Memories. ... Investigators 
have found that individuals with strong 
neurotic behavior — the tendency to 
focus on negative emotions, particularly 
in times of stress — also “are more 
disposed to become ill with affective 
disorders like depression and anxiety-
related problems.”



MEMORY

Memory is the faculty of the brain by
which information is encoded (process often
known as Learning), stored, and retrieved
when needed.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information




FORGETFULNESS




















